Union settles; MSC faculty unsettled

By Richard E. Buckley Jr. and R. A. Campos

A tentative agreement was reached between the New Jersey Federation of Teachers and the state on Thursday, March 1.

The Montclair State Federation of College Teachers (MSFCT) called an emergency meeting the following day to discuss the ratification of the new contract. For an outline of the agreement see chart.

Voting to pass or reject the new contract will begin next Wednesday for MSC faculty and most of the other eight state colleges, said Dr. Richard Franke, Vice President of Integral Affairs for the MSFCT.

Union members throughout the state are to ratify or reject the new state offer. Results of the vote will not be available until next Friday; union representatives for Jersey State, Glassboro and Ramapo have said their local unions support the contract and will vote in favor of it.

MSC Faculty are not pleased with the offer. "It's an insult," said Dr. Lawrence Schwartz addressing the union in the S.C. Ballrooms. "When the state is prosperous we get nothing, when the state is broke we get nothing. It's better to not have a contract than accept this."

If the state does ratify the agreement, MSC will go along with the new contract, said President of the MSFCT, Dr. Catherine Becker.

"That's the way democracy works," said Becker.

The MSFCT, however, has control over 1/6 of the votes due to its size, Becker added.

Glassboro and the others confirmed (the offer) out of fear, said Becker. "Push came to shove and the union collapsed. Other campuses did not prepare like MSC," said Becker.

Becker also said that a strike at MSC would have been 75-85% effective in shutting down the campus. Becker said that she plans to vote no on the contract. "Can you see yourselves in three years? This 4½% increase does not even measure up to the rate of inflation," she said.

Another modification to the contract is the addition of two more steps to the existing nine step plan. A tenth and eleventh step were added to the salary scale for professors.

After a professor is hired by a college, the professor is promoted up a step after a year of service at the school. His salary is increased with every promotion.

The annual promotions are implemented for the first 9 steps. Once at the 9th step a professor must remain there for 18 months before moving to the tenth. The same 18 month period is used for moving from step ten to eleven.

In the event the contract is not ratified, the union and state will resume negotiations.

Professor and

Salary increase effective Feb 10, 1990, for 10-month employees and Jan 30, 1990, for 12-month employees.

- 7.5% salary increase effective Nov 17, 1990, for 10-month employees and Sep 29, 1990, for 12-month employees.

- 5.5% salary increase effective June 29, 1990 for all employees.

- 10th step has been added to the salary scale effective June 29, 1991. Employees who have been at the 9th step for 39 pay periods (18 months) move to 10th step.

- 11th step added to the salary scale effective Jan 1, 1992. Employees who have been at 10th step for 39 pay periods (18 months) move to the 11th step.

Journalism fund announced

at Ray Paul's memorial service

By Audrey Regan

Correspondent

A new fund for journalism students in the name of Professor Raymond Paul was revealed at a memorial service held yesterday in his honor.

Paul, who died Christmas Eve of diabetes complications, taught literature and journalism at MSC for 25 years. Friends, family and colleagues gathered in the Student Center to remember the man who in the words of Joseph Moore, "never complained nor made others apologize," for his physical handicap.

Those who knew him spoke not only of his major role in representing faculty grievances, but of the character and vitality of the man loved by so many.

Moore, a professor in the History Department summed up Paul's nature in Paul's own words, "Politics is about grievances...Poetry is about grief."

Rita Jacobs of the English Department admitted when she first came to MSC in 1971 she was "scared to death of him...of his anger, passion and ability to teach." Although she came to realize that the man who was an avid fan of all New Jersey sports teams "gave his wisdom and heart...and was delighted that I was a Nets fan even though they weren't winning."

Others who spoke were Chairman of the English Department, Alyce Miller, William Paul (brother of Professor Paul), Dean of Social Sciences Philip Cohen, Asst. Vice President for Academic Affairs, Greg Waters, Vice President for Student Affairs, Jean Armstrong, and English Professors James Nash and Grover Furr.

All had fond memories of the man who got his bachelor's from Princeton and his master's from Columbia. Even when recalling his eccentricities, Jean Armstrong remembered him "for the passion in his eyes" and Alyce Miller reminisced that he "always referred to us as 'girls' and to his students as 'little girls'."

Miller is accepting contributions for the Ray Paul Journalism Fund, and summed up by saying, "It is wonderful that so many loved him."
College Life Union Board presents:

"Paris in the Spring"
Spring Ball 1990
Friday April 6, 1990
The Meadowlands Hilton
Dining and Dancing
8:00 pm - 1:00 am

Bids are on sale
Tuesday, March 13 and Wednesday, March 14
at the Ticket Booth in the Student Center
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

5 hours Open Bar
ID’S Required
$37.50 per person
$75.00 per couple

Discounted Rooms available
$75.00 per couple

CLUB is a Class 1 of the SGA
African American leaders must address a number of issues

By Carl Chase
News Editor

African-American leaders must address racism, economic status, numbers of single parent homes, and the issue of African-American leadership. If you are interested, Irvin Reid, MSC president, said in his closing speech for African-American Heritage Month.

Meanwhile, he said, present leadership faces a crisis of unfocused power.

“According to Reid, causes of this crisis include:

1. Rapidly changing times have made finding an effective leadership style that generates sufficient passion to influence the national leaders difficult.

2. Personal success has diverted many African-Americans from the basic needs of the population. Individual achievement dominates the agendas of many African-American organizations, at the expense of the traditional issues of the once-more-powerful black church.

3. The neglect of the Reagan administration has "effectively nullified the agenda, issues, and the federal programs" that once provided the power base of many community leaders.

4. "That has certainly been one of the most significant things in the crisis," he said.

5. In higher education, he said, he is not encouraged by the number of black faculty that are stagnant or declining.

(Chollges have tried very hard but it's difficult to attract African-Americans when the supply is diminishing. In all of the United States two years ago, only four Ph.D.s in mathematics were awarded to blacks. We have 3,000 colleges and universities...it's an extraordinarily 'uphill battle," he said.

"Whereas MSC may have a black librarian, a black president, and a black dean, that, I can assure you, is not the kind of representation (that exists) throughout the country.

“So racism is sometimes there for the students, but they (don't have) very much leader­ship to help them to address it since they don't have the opportunity to do that for that matter, to give them moral support.

“We have to do a better job

“The I.D. office in room 423 of the Student Center wants you to pick up your student I.D. if you have not already done so.

“The Organization of Students for African Unity will meet every Tuesday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Cafe C. All are welcome to attend the general membership meetings.

“During the week of March 12, the bookstore will begin to return unsold textbooks to the publisher. Students are advised to purchase the textbooks that they still need.

“The Career Center is offering seminars in health care administration and delivery. The seminars are scheduled for Wednesdays from 9:30-4:00, beginning March 14. Anyone interested should call 893-4353.

“The Medieval Society will be meeting on Wednesday March 13 at 6:30 p.m. in room 112 of the Student Center Annex. All are encouraged to attend.

“A.S.O. is sponsoring a concert: The New York Band will appear in the Student Center Ballrooms on March 10 at 8:00 p.m. Call 893-4440 for ticket information.

“Alpha Delta, Law Fraternity, is sponsoring a Pre-law/LSAT seminar on Wednesday March 14 from 5-6 p.m. in room 416 of the Student Center.

“March 5-9 is International Week, sponsored by the International Student Organization. All students and faculty are invited to experience and enjoy this celebration with ISO.

“On March 11 to March 15, the SGA and Alumni Association will sponsor its First Annual Parent Phon-A-thon. All students are urged to come out and participate. The money pledged towards the foundation is used to benefit students and offset tuition increases. To sign up call 893-4202 or 893-2558.

“Students Towards A New Direction S.T.A.N.D., a social awareness organization, meets every Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room 112 of the Student Center.

“Madeleine Weinstein will be visiting MSC during the week of March 11. Weinstein is visiting on behalf of The New Jersey Visiting Fellows program. Weinstein will be visiting various classes and emphasizing the importance of a liberal arts education in the business world.

“The Peths and Pitfalls to Corporate Success is a panel discussion planned for Wednesday, March 14 at 9:30 a.m. in Russ Hall Kops Lounge. The panel will consist of women who have achieved success in the corporate world.

“The Sixth Annual Sheldon Pollack Lecture will be on Monday, March 12 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. The lecture will be given by Dr. Richard Sennett, whose speech "The City of Difference" will explore the cultures within an urban setting. For more info. call David Dodd at 893-7228.

“Mary Emily Call of Linguistics and Nancy Tumpus of Curriculum and Teaching will present a free workshop: "Foreign Languages and Cooperative Learning: Tying Out A New Methodology," on Thursday, March 15, from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. The workshop will be held in Student Center, room 417.

“Campus Recreation announces that the swimming pool is now available to students, faculty and staff with valid I.D. cards on Saturdays from 4 to 6 p.m. For more info. call Campus Recreation at 893-7494.

“The International Studies Program is seeking volunteers to provide nights of lodging for a group of 11 students and three faculty/staff members from England, who will visit the U.S from April 18-20. If interested call the International Studies office at 893-7374.
SGA News

Open House planned for Weekend College

By Tracy Williams Staff Writer

After spring break, the ban of styrofoam on campus will take effect. This change was brought about by Helen Archantou, secretary of the SGA, and the Conservation Club. There will be a 5-cent price increase on all beverages as a result.

An open house is planned for March 31 to inform Weekend College students about the services available at MSC, Astrid Chicha, president of the Weekend College Association (WCA), said to the SGA legislature March 7.

“The majority of weekend students don’t know where or what SGA is; they don’t even know it exists,” said Chicha.

There are presently 245 members of the WCA who represent students, mostly hispanic, who attend MSC only on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays.

A bill proposing a waiting period for charters of new fraternities, at least 14 months, was rescinded at the meeting. This bill also stated that only three national fraternities would be allowed to colonize at one time. Legislator Timothy Nee stated that it takes 1 to 5 years for colonized fraternities to become chartered.

The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) unanimously favored this bill, along with the support of the Greek Council. “We don’t have the right to enforce this,” said Timothy Nee, SGA treasurer.

Most legislators had similar opinions. Tony Susco, SGA legistator, said that any of the 10,000 fee-paying students at MSC should have the right to try to start any organization. If the organization is strong enough to get off the ground, they should be given the chance, he said.

“We have survival of the fittest on one hand and moderation on the other.”

The first bill passed was submitted by Michele Constanzo. It was to make the Biology club class II charter.

“Members of the club are more enthusiastic this year than they have been in the past,” said Constanzo.

The second bill was Theta Xi’s class IV charter. Theta Xi’s national cause is multiple sclerosis. David Blackner and Jonathan Jaffe, two SGA legislators represented Theta Xi.

“As a fraternity, we will all work together as a group at MSC,” said Jaffe.

Lastly, a bill was passed stating that if an SGA committee has work overload, a co-chairperson can be elected by the individual committee, but will only be appointed after a proposal to the SGA legislature has been approved.

Medieval Society

The Medieval Society will hold meetings on every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Center Room 112. The society focuses on medieval topics and will include trips to appropriate places, presentations, and festivals.

SGA News

German Unification Lecture

Dr. Manfred Stassen, a senior research fellow at the American Institute for Contemporary German Studies, will discuss the implications of German unification at a May 12 lecture, “Separate in Ballot, United in Thought: The Two Germanies Before Unification.” The program will begin at 1 p.m. in Kops Lounge of Russ Hall.

Having just returned from a trip to East Germany, Stassen’s timely remarks also will address the current state of East-West German relations.

Presentation outlines Israel’s disproportionate world influence

By Monica Glina Staff Writer

Many people don’t appreciate just how small Israel is, but this exceedingly tiny piece of land gets media mention every day nights would also be a result.

Israel and taught at the University of Haifa for the duration of the 1988-1989 scholastic year. While in Israel she conducted extensive research on many different aspects of life in this Middle-Eastern country.

Unger explained that despite the size of the country, there exists virtually every major religious representation from the Muslim Mosque to the Kotel, or Western Wall, the Jews most sacred sight.

She said major population groups there include Israelis, Palestinians, Muslims, Armenians, and Ultra-Orthodox Jews.

All Around The Campus

What do you think it would take to once again make the Rat a success here on campus?

by Peter S. Rebovich Jr.

"It would be more interesting to have live bands, along with alcohol for those over 21. Having alcohol available daily would create a more relaxed atmosphere in contrast to the 'crazy Thursdays' of the past."

Craig Sackett sophomore/English

"Make it a bar. It should be open on weekdays after 5 p.m. and also on weekends. This would alleviate drinking and driving for students on campus."

Jennifer Hoffmann junior/management

"It needs to be remodeled; it's a large room that they could use much more efficiently. This would alleviate drinking and driving for students on campus."

John Wilkerson junior/business admin.

"Extend meal card hours so it can be a meeting place not only in the afternoon, but in the evenings as well. The return of alcohol on Thursday nights would also be a plus."

Lisa Mullan senior/English

"Since the Rat is for the students, the administration should give us what we want. If alcohol will make the difference, then guidelines should be set for the proper distribution of it."

Cherese Pegram senior/accounting
Thank You

Members and officers of the faculty and professional staff are grateful to the many students and campus workers who expressed support for us in our recent contract struggle.

LOCAL 1904
MONTCLAIR STATE FEDERATION OF COLLEGE TEACHERS
Affiliated with N. J. State Federation of Teachers,
American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO
of attracting and retaining more African-American students," he said. African-American faculty members are needed to serve as role models and mentors, and to bring plurality to higher education, he said.

"No matter what community you are drawn from, you have to provide something back to the community. While large numbers of us have gone through, and benefited from, a great deal of development in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s, perhaps the amount of contributions that have been made back is really not up to the same level that has been received by these developments," he said.

Overall, the issues are becoming more global even as constituencies of African-American politicians become more urban and regional, he said.

Congratulations to the First Delta Chi Pledge Class

Gavino Siciliano
Mike Clarke
Rick Schannen
Rob Feldman
Frank DePalo
Dennis Maziekien
Angel Medina
Anthony Finelli
Christian Guiro

♦ SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE ♦

Seven awards sponsored by:

New Jersey Bell ♦ 3 awards at $1,000 each

Bergen County Retired Educators Assn. ♦ 2 awards at $500 each

Gary L. Palumbo Scholarship ♦ 1 award at $1,000

Twin Management Forum ♦ 1 award at $1,000

Applications available in Financial Aid and School Deans' Offices

♦ DEADLINE EXTENDED TO MARCH 23, 1990 ♦
Reid declares March women’s history month

By Belinda Diaz
Staff Writer

March was declared as Women’s History Month at MSC by President Irvin Reid at the Board of Trustees’ March 1 meeting.

The Women’s Center, newly opened after being closed for a semester, is planning special events throughout this month, according to Reid. The center offers many services to the campus community, including a reference library concerning women’s issues, a support group which meets Wednesdays at noon, and a counseling service in conjunction with psychological services.

A new Bachelor of Sciences degree in molecular biology was approved by the board. Also approved was a revised resolution for a facsimile signature of Thomas Auch, vice president for administration and finance, to be filed by National Westminster Bank, a depository of MSC funds.

Campus Police Report

Student forges for finances

By Seth Liebowitz
Staff Writer

Sometime between March 1 at 10:45 p.m. and March 4 at 11:00 p.m., a 1980 Buick Regal parked in lot 21 was stolen.

On March 4 at 6:15 p.m., seven unidentified college-age males were reported acting disorderly. They were kicking and banging vending machines. When campus police arrived, the individuals fled. The vending machines were not damaged, but they were moved out of place.

On March 6, between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m., a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass parked in lot 21 was stolen.

On March 6, between 4:30 and 9:40 p.m., someone attempted to steal a C.B. from a 1988 Jeep Wrangler parked in lot 30.

On March 6, at 11:30 a.m., an unidentified male stole a wallet and a Walkman from the pocket of a jacket on the third floor of the Student Center.

On March 5, between 7:30 and 11:45 p.m., there was an attempted theft when a 1988 Jeep Wrangler parked in lot 21 was stolen.

Libraries and IRS

Most local libraries provide audio tapes to take you step-by-step through completion of your tax return, a reference set of the IRS free publication series, and reproducible tax forms.

4 hours to your credit

WFAN 66-AM Sports Radio is sponsoring a 30-hour radiothon March 29–30 to benefit the Tomorrows Children’s Fund, which supports the Tomorrows Children’s Institute for Cancer and Blood Disorders at Hackensack Medical Center.

Volunteers are needed to answer telephones at Channel 13 in New York on 4-hour shifts. Transportation and refreshments provided.

For information, call (201) 343-5905.

Hackensack Medical Center
30 Prospect Avenue Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

We’re with you for life!

First Investors

JOIN THE SUCCESSFUL, STRONG & GROWING!
MICRO COMPUTER SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Train for 2 months in our Woodbridge, NJ office and then its off to our Wall Street Executive Offices!

The ideal candidate will have IBM/PC knowledge. Hardware, Word Perfect) Q&A and Ventura Publishing skills a plus. Must be able to interact with all levels of management.

Call between 2-5 pm or send resume:
(201) 855-2501
10 Woodbridge Center Dr. Woodbridge, NJ 07095

A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

On March 1, at 4:00 p.m., a student forged an authorizing signature on a financial aid form in order to receive a check. This individual is being charged with forgery and theft.

On March 1, at 8:40 p.m., a 1985 Mazda RX-7 parked in lot 22 was stolen. While the car was being stolen by a male, the owner was walking toward his car.

On March 2, between 12:30 and 1:15 p.m., someone entered a locked room in the Panzer Gym men’s locker room and stole two wallets. Both wallets were recovered in the gym’s parking lot. The cash was missing from the wallets along with a credit card which the thief attempted to use at a store in Willowbrook Mall. Police are investigating.

On March 3, between 11:15 p.m. and 10:00 a.m., a 1984 Volkswagen Scirocco parked in lot 23 was stolen.

On March 3, between 1:15 a.m. and 8:45 p.m., a 1985 Mazda RX-7 was broken into. Nothing was stolen from the car.
IT'S COOPERATIVE EDUCATION'S 15th ANNIVERSARY
LET'S CELEBRATE!

Join us in the Student Center Lobby on March 12th, 13th and 14th from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm.

Find out how you can become a part of our success story.

Participate in our daily drawing and win a free prize.

Winner's names will be posted in the Co-op Office.

Cooperative Education, Student Center Annex, Room 104

WARNING
THE COLLEGE STORE WILL BEGIN RETURNING UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS STARTING
MARCH 12

PLEASE PURCHASE NEEDED TEXTS

I WANT AN EASTER EGG!!
I WANT AN EASTER EGG!!
3-legged EASTER EGG HUNT

CASH PRIZES:
$100 $75 $50
Register by March 13, 1990

Wednesday, March 14, 1990
at 12:00 Student Center Mall

RAINDATE: March 28, 1990 at 12:00
Limited to the first ten teams of two contestants

APPLICATION

Names: __________________________________________________

Telephone #: _____________________________________________

DROP OFF AT RM. 112D STUDENT CENTER ANNEX - CLUB OFFICE
Earth Day 1990: What's it all about?

By Audrey Regan
Correspondent

Editor's note: This is the first in a three-part series.

Earth Day Week is coming. What is Earth Day? Actually, every day is an "Earth Day," because we live on the Earth every day. Yet April 22nd is the designated Earth Day. Why? Many organizations believe in a day where everyone can get involved in the issues of the Earth. The first Earth Day was on April 22, 1970. Although the first Earth Day, which spun off such legislation as the Clean Air Act and the Environmental Protection Agency, was a massive event in this country, this year's might actually outdo it and involve other nations such as India, China, and the Soviet Union. Earth Day 1990 might even stretch to the Earth decade.

Why this year? Is it because the results of environmental abuse suddenly seem to hit us on a personal level? Earth Day five years ago wasn't a hot issue, but five years ago there also weren't dirty needles in the oceans, closed beaches, cleanups after oil spills, or increased rates of skin, lung or any other type of cancer. Recycling was done a little here and there, and more biodegradable products appeared, but there were also aerosol cans being sprayed and trees chopped down at the same time. This paradox can make measuring any type of conservation effort difficult.

Scientists have proven that aerosol spray heights the depletions of the ozone layer, and that styrofoam products are "undisposable" to the environment and indigestible to wildlife that may eat the remains. If you ask "Do these little things really make a difference?" Linda Hackmann, President of MSC's Conservation Club, thinks they do.

"We are all so caught up with things that are convenient for us. We need to get away from that and change our habits. Don't whine. We can have an impact," she said.

Hackmann's view is precisely the point of the Earth Day Week celebration. If not only to create awareness, organizers hope to show how a small change in our daily lives can help save the Earth.

This year, organizers hope the event won't be just a demonstration of good intentions. Rallies, movies, speakers and singalongs are planned, as well as some surprise changes in store for the college.

Next week: Environmental facts, figures, and claims — what do they really mean?

Actions, not thoughts, are best in self-defense

By Jeannine Rybeck
Staff Writer

Suddenly, she was grabbed from behind. She should have been frightened. She could have screamed, but she didn't. She was in a room with, among others, a trained martial arts specialist, and she knew exactly what to do.

On Wednesday, February 28, the Department of Speech and Theatre presented its second self-defense seminar designed to teach students how to protect themselves in a rape or attack situation.

The workshop was taught by T. J. Glenn, a visiting specialist teaching stage combat at MSC. He is a martial arts expert and also a professional stuntman.

Glenn opened the seminar by describing the human body as "badly put together." He emphasized the strength and power of the mind, and explained that this thinking is the key element in defending oneself and overcoming the panic reaction of being attacked.

After a brief talk about self-defense, Glenn and his assistants went on to demonstrate means of escape from several hypothetical attack situations. Participants had been asked to wear comfortable clothes and a loose-fitting sweatshirt or jacket, and for the next hour and a half, they received hands-on defensive training.

Life Hall's room 125 was overcome with students grouped in pairs, repeating different approaches an attacker might use and their escapes for each one.

"You can't just stand there," Glenn said, advising that once you've decided what you are going to do to defend yourself, you have to follow through with it completely — you have to act.

"...once you've decided what you are going to do to defend yourself, you have to follow through with it completely — you have to act."

On a personal level, Glenn proved to be fascinating and remarkably well-rounded. A resident of New York City, Glenn studied under many teachers, one of them being one of Errol Flynn's stunt doubles.

The walk of life? Models audition at MSC

By Chris Rogers
Correspondent

Each girl walked across the room to music, attempting to express the poise and grace that fashion models seem to possess. They were MSC students, with a shot at a spotlight "under the sea."

Tuesday night, MSC's and the New Jersey Institute of Technology's chapters of Lambda Tau Omega held model auditions for an upcoming fashion show entitled Fashion Under the Sea, sponsored by the sorority and deriving its name from the sorority's mascot, a mermaid.

The show will be held on April 6th at the New Jersey Institute of Technology on April 6, auditions in the Student Center Tuesday night.

Participants had been asked to wear comfortable clothes and a loose-fitting sweatshirt or jacket, and for the next hour and a half, they received hands-on defensive training.

Life Hall's room 125 was overcome with students grouped in pairs, repeating different approaches an attacker might use and their escapes for each one.

"You can't just stand there," Glenn said, advising that once you've decided what you are going to do to defend yourself, you have to follow through with it completely — you have to act.

...once you've decided what you are going to do to defend yourself, you have to follow through with it completely — you have to act.

The actual show would be presented. Rosa informed the group of potential models that they would not be judged solely on their looks. "The idea is for the audience at the show to see the clothes and their accessories," she said.

Rosa explained that the show was to be considered a learning experience, and that no one should feel embarrassed or distressed if they had had no previous modeling experience.

Most of the candidates seemed friendly and relaxed. There was very little, if any, sense of competition that one might expect at an audition. This attitude only increased when Rosa told her models that she did not want the show to be exclusively a Lambda Tau Omega production, but rather an MSC models' production. She encouraged active participation from all of the models, and expressed a desire for anyone to contribute any ideas or opinions that they felt would benefit the show.

When Rosa finished her introduction, the models lined up for their first tryout. In between
The idea is not to flaunt the examine all aspects of the outfit.

Models take a walk on the "sea" side

cont. from p. 9

The sisters seemed disappointed with the lack of a more balanced turnout, and extended the deadline for auditions until more male models join the group. They asked that any men who are interested in a modeling experience should contact a sister of Lambda Tau Omega as soon as possible to set up an audition.

Those who did show up for the auditions expressed excitement about the project and their confidence in themselves and their ability to pull off their first modeling job. They also seemed very pleased with the relaxed manner in which the sorority was handling both the auditions and preparations for the show.

If anyone has any questions about the show or wishes to contribute to the program in any way, they are encouraged to contact the members of Lambda Tau Omega as soon as possible.

Defending yourself

cont. from p. 9

Glenn is also an expert in weapon combat besides martial arts and judo. In addition to teaching here at MSC, Glenn also teaches privately in NYC.

Glenn explained that his initial stage interest was acting. He has been an actor for fifteen years, and currently does a lot of work on CBS' Guiding Light. He found that being able to incorporate stunt talents into his acting has landed him more roles.

Glenn graduated from the Parsons's School of Design as an illustrator, and is the artist on the Action Master comic book. He also writes and dances.

His interest in stage combat and the martial arts seems to follow his advice for self-defense. He smiled, shrugged, and simply said, "I see something, I like it, I do it."

T. J. Glenn's workshop turned out to be extremely fun and informative, and hopefully MSC will have the privilege of presenting another one in the near future.

Little feats

This "featured" information might give you a step in the right direction.

Be in Paris when it sizzles

Attention! This summer, why not do something a little different, like see the Eiffel Tower and storm the Bastille?

You can tour the Louvre Museum, climb Notre Dame Cathedral, and taste the finest French cuisine at the Marche Rungis, the Poulin Chocolate Factory, and the world famous cooking school Le Cordon Bleu, all while earning academic or continuing education credits.

MSC's home economics department is planning a study tour to be conducted from May 31 to June 11. The cost of $1,538 includes round trip airfare, accomodations in a centrally located three star hotel with private bath and double occupancy, daily continental breakfast, special guides and admissions fees, and all city and value added taxes. Several activities are planned so students can enjoy some of Paris's most famous sights, while getting an education, too.

For more information, contact Dr. Carol Byrd-Bredbenner at 893-7409 (Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.) or 764-6640 (evenings).

SPERM BANKING DONOR PROGRAM

Biogenetics Corporation, a national center for sperm banking, is looking for healthy individuals, aged 18-40, to join its anonymous donor program.

Qualified donors can earn $450 plus per month. Initial screening and subsequent periodic testing are performed on all donors. Complete confidentiality is assured through contractual agreement.

For information, call the Program Director at 1 (800) 942-4646

Thank you for your consideration.

NCR Wants You!

We are looking for entry level Account Representatives to SELL a wide range of custom computer forms. Includes our extensive company training program and management potential based on performance.

College degree required, B.S. Business Administration with concentration in Marketing, business related or Liberal Arts major.

We are a fast, expanding division of a $6 billion dollar a year computer company.

You'll have an established account base in Northern New Jersey and exceptional potential to grow. We offer an extremely competitive base salary plus commission plus expenses and a full benefits program.

Car required, please call and send resume to:

Bob Grant, Sales Manager
NCR Corporation
14 Walsh Drive
Parsippany, NJ 07054
(801) 402-4600
Announcing new lower prices on the Macintosh SE and Macintosh Plus.

If you'd like to enhance your education and your budget, take note. We just lowered prices on two powerful members of our Macintosh® family, the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh Plus.

They'll put a world of possibilities at your fingertips. Like graphing the economic impact of Japanese expansionism. Analyzing Freud. Or just organizing that stack of notes. Better yet, once you've mastered one application you can use them all, because all Macintosh software works the same way. And since every Macintosh runs the same software and is expandable, it can grow with you as your needs change.

Considering all this, you should have no doubts about which course to take. Give a Macintosh a try, and save.

The power to be your best.

The College Store
Lower Level
Student Center Annex

The Computer Pro, Inc. Wayne Towne Center Wayne, N.J. 07470 (201) 256-7670
©1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The power to be your best is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
To legalize or not to legalize

Anyone who advocates the legalization of drugs is sure to be met with a few raised eyebrows. This idea seems ludicrous, increasing the availability of drugs will not combat the problem. The war on drugs is not being won by any measures, perhaps increasing the availability of drugs will not combat the problem.

The United States invaded Panama and vows to bring Noriega to justice, a milestone in the war on drugs, according to George Bush. Drugs were brought into this country before Noriega and will increase the supply of drugs and eliminate the profit which lures so many. It is impossible to eliminate drugs from America, as long as people want drugs there will be people willing to supply them. By eliminating the profit motive, deaths incurred by gang violence while fighting for turf will be eliminated. Bush has already said he will not restrict the importation of automatic weapons which every drug dealer has.

Legalization may not be the best answer but the current war on drugs has failed to curb the supply of drugs and eliminate the profit that lures people to dealing drugs. Additionally, the government could tax the drugs sold to raise revenues for researching the causes of addiction.

Legalization is not a lesson in morality, it is a lesson in necessity.
Event sponsorship

To The Editor:

Students serving students. That's what SGA chartered organizations are trying to do. How does college community gauge what their Class One organizations are doing with student activity fees? By their weekly assessment of programming through the college newspaper. This would seem the simple solution.

However, there seems to be an oversight on the actual sponsorship of various programmed events on campus. This letter is in response to the numerous occasions in which the Montclarion has failed to inform the students as to which organizations were responsible for the events which they, the students, ultimately paid for most recently, the review of "A Dry White Season" co-sponsored by O.S.A., U.C.L.U.

In our limited journalistic experience we've learned the first questions answered within any news article, (or feature article for that matter) are "who, what, when, where, why, and how?" It seems all the questions are answered by the Montclarion, excluding the "How?"

"How?" answers the question, "How was this event brought to the college community?" Perhaps this question will be answered more frequently in the future.

Kerry Riordan
Dir. of PR/SGA
Denise Velaques
Dir. of Programming/SGA
Ramona Guzman
LASO
Amy Slack
Class I Concerts
Eric Eh
Quarterly
Adrienne Woods
OSAU
John Flore
SILC
Kim Ferrara
CLUB
Linda Hackman
Conservatory Club
Russell T. Blackwell
La Campana
Chris Rohloff
WMSC
Debbie Glenn
Players

Mary Jane Says...

International awareness

A taste of Spanish Delicacy, French Theatre, Art Music, foreign artifacts—these events and others are part of this week's International Week, designated to promote "International Awareness" of different countries and cultures.

Currently, at MSC there are students representing about 50 different nations. The students at MSC are fortunate to have the opportunity to interact and form lasting friendships with students of very diversified ethnic backgrounds. The International Student Organization, a Class II of SGA is an organization which reaches out to international American students, with the goal of educating our campus on the many people and cultures of our world.

Other cultural groups involved in this week are the Arab Club and the French Club. Jointly these organizations have coordinated International Week to bring further knowledge of the edge of MSC students - on different countries, cultural customs, food, and costume - and while doing all of this, show how we are all actually very similar.

As students in college, it should really be our responsibility to be informed of cultures outside our own. Global awareness, with an understanding of different people is a key element if we expect improved relations between cultures and nations. As future leaders, we should all consider this.

The Organization of Students for African Unity just completed an entire month of African American Heritage Awareness, which was deemed outstanding on a national level. The Latin American Student Organization does similar events in November for Latin Month.

These organizations' basic functions are to increase awareness and integrate students into the African American and Latin cultures. I urge all students to check into these different groups and events. If everyone were to become slightly more educated on one culture, it could be a first step to the journey of bridging the gaps between boundaries of various individuals.

Mary Jane Linnehan
SGA President

Yearbook copyright questioned

To The Editor,

I have recently read about the copyright debate between the SGA and William E. Cogan. The 1990 edition of La Campana should have been copyrighted under either the yearbook title, La Campana, or the SGA. Let me explain at how I arrive at this conclusion.

First of all, La Campana has no set author, despite who has done "all the work," as yearbook photo editor John Navarro stated. Rather, it is a compilation of various persons' works, and if Mr. Cogan's name is on the copyright, then ALL the people who had something to do with its production should also be listed under the copyright. However, since this is a student fee funded organization, and a subsidiary of the Student Government Association, this does not apply.

Instead, La Campana should have been copyrighted under the SGA as a "work for hire" rather than some student. While it is true that because Mr. Cogan pays SGA fees, he can have a shot at the copyright, but does that make any student, who also pays SGA fees, eligible to say something should be copyrighted under their name? Even if they had absolutely nothing to do with its creation?

As owner of several copyright rights, I am very aware of current copyright procedures, although I am not familiar with copyright law. I do wish to point my finger at anyone, screaming that they are guilty of "illegal copyrights." The best thing to do is to change ownership of the copyright from Mr. Cogan to the SGA, Inc. This will alleviate any headaches, be painless for both parties, and the issue will be closed.

George Gluchowski
Sophomore/Journalism

Swim team recognition

To The Editor:

Yet another swim season has come to an end. What swim season? We have a swim team at MSC. When did you notice or realize we have a swim team by the lack of attention or recognition by the Montclarion.

At any sporting event you are likely to see a member of the swim team cheering on MSC. Win or lose we are proud of our athletes in every sport.

Although the swim team has not had its best season, we should recognize the hard working and dedicated coaches and athletes. I'm sure the students and parents who have supported the swim team share my disappointment with the Montclarion for their lack of attention.

By no means am I asking for the Montclarion to cut out articles on basketball, baseball, or football. All sports should be recognized by the Montclarion, including the swimming and diving team.

Granted, a lack of sports writers may be the reason for the Montclarion's lack of attention. I am not asking that an entire back page be dedicated to the team, just a few lines or an occasional picture reporting the swim meet and the results of all the other sports not normally recognized.

Unfortunately (for the team) many of the swimmers are graduating. For them this request is too late. Hopefully next season the swim team and coaches will receive the recognition they deserve.

Patricia C. Schatz
Senior/Consumer Affairs

Swim team recognition

The Montclarion offers the unique opportunity for all MSC students to have a voice on campus. We encourage all students to express their viewpoints in the Letters page.

All letters must be:

- typed or double spaced
- addressed to the editor
- submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
- include student ID number, year, major, and telephone number for confirmation.

Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request. These guidelines must be met or the letter will not be printed.

The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all letters for length, style and brevity.

Patricia C. Schatz
Senior/Consumer Affairs

Biased picture selection?

To the Editor:

In the four years that I attended MSC, I observed the photographers of the yearbook snap away at all the memories we alumni will reflect on for a lifetime. Except, year after year, the yearbook has the same pictures selected. Unmistakably, not the same people but the same snapshots of friends of those on the committee.

In the 1989 edition of "No Time Like the Present," I see nothing has changed. The elegant creation of the yearbook is full of very familiar faces over and over again. Yet, many faces were missing from our memories. Pictures of some class II and III organizations, pictures of significant events and faces of very special people, had no room in our memories of 1989.

In a decade of governmental corruption, nepotism, favoritism, and a revival of racism, La Campana should change its policy of how it selects its pictures for the yearbook of the future. In a new era of decentralization, La Campana should give a fair reflection of our memories through pictures, by using a non-biased method of selection.

I am an alumnus of MSC, Weekend College Student Organization. I would have appreciated at least one picture of our 300 plus membership in the yearbook. Afterall, we did pose for plenty of snapshots. Furthermore, I'm sure other small organizations that have loved to receive the same consideration of the selection for the yearbook.

Hector F. Marcano
Class of 1989
ATTENTION SMOKERS!

Give Yourself a Fresh Start This Spring

Register for the Fresh Start smoking cessation program given by the American Cancer Society.

Facilitator: Rich Dowling

All are welcome – Students, Faculty, Staff

The four week program will be followed by an ongoing support group.

Time: 12:30 PM to 1:30 PM.

Location: Student Center, Room 417.

Fee: $25 per person. (The first 40 people to complete the program will have the fee refunded.)

If you would like to attend, please fill out the tear-off sheet and mail to: Faith Daly, Office of Institutional Research, c/o Smoking Cessation Committee.

NAME: ________________________________

Campus or Home Address: __________________________

Phone # or extension: ____________________________

Make checks payable to American Cancer Society.

---

WARNING

THE COLLEGE STORE WILL BEGIN RETURNING UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS STARTING MARCH 12

PLEASE PURCHASE NEEDED TEXTS

---

PUT THE MAGIC OF THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU!!

Enjoy a paid semester working in sunny Florida!

THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:

1. Over 24 hours of formal classes
2. A choice of working in retailing, attractions, hotels, or food services.
3. Living with 100’s of students from all over the Eastern U.S.
4. Low cost housing
5. Earn college credit

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS, RECREATION, FOOD SERVICE, & COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS!

Co-op Ed: The Competitive Edge

THREE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD GO:

1. Disney is one of America’s Top Corporations—Cited in In Search of and Passion for Excellence!
2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly improve your chances for employment with any company upon your graduation from MSC.
3. There are abundant employment opportunities with the rapidly growing Disney Organization upon graduation from MSC.

DISNEY IS COMING TO MSC - BE THERE!!!

INTERVIEWS FOR SUMMER AND FALL 1990

TUESDAY MARCH 27, STUDENT CENTER
RM 417 - 4 P.M. - YOU MUST BE PRESENT AT THE 4 P.M. PRESENTATION TO GET AN INTERVIEW FOR THE SUMMER OR FALL.

FOR MORE INFO CALL DR. SAMUELS AT 689-7078 OR CO-OP AT 4489.

---

CELEBRATE SPRING BREAK ’90

IN FT. LAUDERDALE AT SUMMERS ON THE BEACH

10 A.M. TO 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES

FREE SPRING BREAK ’90 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 AM AND 6 PM. WITH PROPER COLLEGE ID.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75¢

COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS

SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS... FURY

HT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND

NIGHTLY PLAYING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC...
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU!

SUMMERS ON THE BEACH • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale, FL • (305) 462-8978

ADMISSION POLICY: 18 YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME
By George Olschewski
Staff Writer

Forget the reviewers who keep preaching how we’re into glasnost, that the Soviets aren’t the bad guys. Forget that the movie is set in 1984 when Chernenko ran the Big Red Machine.

Just strap yourselves in, munch your popcorn and Sno-Caps, and enjoy the best submarine movie to come along since “Das Boot.”

While the TV ads and movie previews may intrigue you, they in no way prepare you for the motion picture “The Hunt for Red October.” The commanding presence radiating from Soviet captain Marco Ramius, played magnificently by Sean Connery, makes one wonder if it is just another role for the former 007, or can he really command a boat?

So, what does he do? On the anniversary of his wife’s death, he and his senior officers decide to bolt to the States and defect. However, Moscow doesn’t like the idea of its new toy up and running to the West, so they attack with virtually the entire Soviet navy to sink her.

The psychology of Captain Ramius and his highly unconventional tactics would entice even the most anti-military viewer.

The final battle between Red October, the American sub S.S.N. Dallas, and another Soviet sub has excitement, an unlikely team-up, and some damn-near insane strategies that will have the audience holding their breath.

I’ve seen sub battles before, in movies and television, and I’ve even commanded a Los Angeles class submarine (seen in “Hunt” as the S.S.N. Dallas) in simulations, and I must say, I am impressed. Giving this movie less than a four-star rating is inconceivable. It may not replace classic war movie battles like “Das Boot”...but it sure as hell comes close.

Next Week...

A review and photos of Tommy Tunes’ new hit Broadway Musical, “Grand Hotel”...

A review and photos of Class 1 Concerts’ March 7 “Battle of the Bands”...

A sneak preview of “Blue Steel” and an interview with actress Jamie Lee Curtis...

...Stay tuned
Sunrise at MSC

By Chris Rohloff
Staff Writer

How did the rhino get his skin? What happened to the elephant's child on the banks of the great, grey-green greasy Limpopo River and how did the camel get his hump?

The Sunrise Players tackle these questions and many more of their kind in an imaginative adaptation of "The Just So Stories" by Rudyard Kipling.

The Sunrise Players are a student acting troupe from the Department of Speech and Theatre. Touring Bergen, Essex and Passaic Counties, this troupe's primary objective is to bring educational, yet entertaining theatre to grade school children in kindergarten through the sixth grade.

According to Nicole Demarest, director of the Sunrise Players, "Bringing both educational and exciting theatre to children otherwise not exposed to this medium is our greatest reward."

Perhaps it is this sense of satisfaction that inspires the dedication and hard work of Ms. Demarest, her technical advisor and the cast of seven who must commit to six weeks of intense rehearsal and two months of touring.

In addition to rehearsal time, Demarest conducts classes about children's theatre for her cast, thus creating an entertaining and educational forum for them as well.

The success of this program can be seen in the smiles on the children's faces...

Nicole Demarest, a twenty-year veteran to children's theatre, brought the concept of children's theatre to MSC last spring.

Presently, she is directing her second Sunrise Players Production, "Just So" by Jan Silverman. This adaptation of "The Just So Stories" by Rudyard Kipling, according to Demarest, is a vehicle that stimulates children to ask questions about science, animals and geography.

Following the performance, the actors conduct a ten minute question and answer period with the children.

Furthermore, a study guide is sent to the schools three weeks prior to the performance. This study guide contains a folder of material about the show including Kipling's biography, a paragraph about each animal in the show written by the individual actor/actress portraying that animal, and finally, a word search defining those words used in the show that may be unfamiliar to the children.

The success of this program can be seen in the smiles on the children's faces, and by the Department of Speech and Theatre who have urged Demarest to expand her performances into the Fall semester as well as the Spring semester.

For those students interested in becoming a member of the troupe for Fall 1990, look for auditions to be held in early May, and for those interested in seeing "The Just So Stories," they will be performed in Memorial Auditorium on Friday, March 16, at 10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m., and in Room A-125 of Life Hall, on Apr. 21 and 28, at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Tickets are $2 and reservations can be made by calling 893-5112.

---

Couch Potato Update

George R. Olszewski

This week's video update begins with a movie about a crackpot inventor who zaps his kids to a quarter of an inch tall and chucks them out like last week's Montclarion. "Honey, I Shrunk The Kids!" Rated PG. These kids are up against everything--hurricane sprinklers, kamikaze bees, runaround lawn mowers, and other creative experiences. The cartoon short "Tummy Trouble" featuring Roger Rabbit, Jessica, and Baby Herman is also included in this video. All this for only $22.95 (before the $3 rebate).

"Millennium" Rated PG-13

Kris Kristofferson leads a government air disaster investigation that uncovers the "black box" of a downed 747, and stumbles upon the future of mankind. Cheryl Ladd stars as a sexy helicopter pilot.

TV NEWS

Oprah fans! ABC is going to rebroadcast "The Women of Brewster Place" starring Oprah Winfrey and a star-laden cast on March 11 and 12. When it first aired a year ago, it drew an audience of 40 million viewers.

"China Beach" and "Anything But Love" will be put on hiatus on ABC. This usually is linked with cancellation, but given "Beach's" success, this may not be the case. Replacements are "Equal Justice," an L.A.-Law-clone, and "The Marshall Chronicles," a comedy about teenage life.

The Brady's" took another hit in the ratings, coming in at number 69 out of 80 shows in the latest ratings. CBS is realizing that maybe yearly telefilms may have done better.

HOLLYWOOD BUZZ

Paul Kramer, the real "Beverly Hills Cop" who was slapped by Zsa Zsa Gabor in a much publicized case, has filed a $10 million suit against the actress. Kramer is suing the Sultan of Slug for emotional distress and slander. Gabor, nailed on quite a few charges, used the media to announce that Kramer is probably a "homosexual on drugs."

---

First and foremost, I must apologize for a major typo in last week's column. The Public Enemy goof who raised Young M.C.'s moment in the spotlight was not Professor Griff but I had reported. It was Flava-Flav. My apologies to all Public Enemy fans as well as Professor Griff...Bruce Hornsby is finishing his third album. A Night On The Town, the tentative title, is due in the spring...Van Halen is recording a new album.

David Lee Roth is in. Sammy Hagar is out. More as it develops...Motown is preparing for its 30th anniversary television special. It's set to be shown on NBC this fall and would be similar to the Motown 25 special.

MINI-NOTES: Jody Watley is taping a low-impact aerobics video. Whatever... Cyndi Lauper is in Florida filming Paradise Paved, her follow-up to the box-office blockbuster "Vibe...Sinead O'Connor will release her second album, I Don't Want What I Can't Have, in late March. The first single is "Nothing Compares 2 U," which originally appeared on a Prince album...Is Fol and Soul: "Escapade"/Janet Jackson. It's her third pop #1 and her eighth soul. Album: Forever Your Girl...Paula Abdul.

MINI-NOTES II: In April, the Fox network will broadcast a show from the Rolling Stones' Steel Wheels tour. Although nearly identical material was already on pay-per-view, this time some of the show will be seen in 3-D. How much more money do they need? I think Mick and the boys have definitely overstayed their welcome! I have gotten my satisfaction! Now go home! The answer to last week's question: Neneh Cherry's father is jazz trumpeter, Don Cherry. This week's question: What Prince album did "Nothing Compares 2 U" appear on?...Think about it...Until next week...
YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU DON'T ADVERTISE...

nothing

Don't delay! Call 893-5216 the next time you or someone you know needs to advertise a product, service or event. The Montclarion reaches a diverse community of faculty, employees and students.

The Montclarion is a Class I Organization of the SGA.

INTRODUCING

SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS

* A NEW HALF HOUR WEEKLY RADIO SHOW FEATURING

ENTER THE SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS SWEEPSTAKES

YOU CAN WIN:

- 1 KRAMER/FERRINGTON ACOUSTIC GUITAR
- Z MORE CD/AM/FM/CASSETTE PORTABLE STEREO
- 50 LIMITED EDITION SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS T-SHIRTS
- 100 CDs FEATURING ARTISTS APPEARING ON SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

JUST SEND US THE NAME OF YOUR FAVORITE MUSICIAN OR GROUP TO ENTER

Mail In This Coupon To Enter

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:

Mail To:

SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS
JAY GROUP, P.O. BOX 4801
60 NORTH RONKS ROAD
RONKS, PA 17573

MY FAVORITE MUSICIAN OR GROUP IS

MY COLLEGE IS

Entries must be received by April 25, 1990

OFFICIAL RULES/NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

1. To enter the Soho Natural Sessions Sweepstakes, simply write down your favorite musician or group on the above entry blank and mail to the address indicated. Alternate method of entry: Write on a 3 × 5 inch index card the name of your favorite musician or group and mail to the address indicated. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately and must be received no later than 4/25/90. 2. Prize winners will be selected through a random drawing by The Jay Group, an independent judging organization whose decisions are final. PRIZES: The Grand Prize Winner will receive a Kramer/Ferrington Acoustic Guitar (Model KFSiTC), valued at $800.00. The First Prize Winner will receive a CD/FM/AM cassette portable stereo (Model CFD-DW83), value: $600. 50 Second Prize Winners will receive Limited Edition Soho Natural Sessions t-shirts. 100 Third Prize Winners will receive CDs featuring artists appearing on Soho Natural Sessions. 3. Sweepstakes open to residents of the U.S. aged 18 or older. Employees of The Jay Group, their families, its affiliates and subsidiary companies, liquor and beer wholesalers and retailers, advertising agencies and sweepstakes administration agencies are not eligible. Sweepstakes void where prohibited by law. All federal, state and local laws apply. The Grand Prize and First Prize winners will be required to execute an affidavit of eligibility and release. Including publicity rights to use name and picture of winner without compensation. 4. The names of the winners may be obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Soho Natural Sessions Winner's List Request Jay Group, P.O. Box 4001B, 60 North Ronks Road, Ronks, PA 17573.
**Beyond Human Control**

Wed. 3/14: 7 pm, 9:30 pm Freeman Hall
Thurs. 3/15: 12:30 pm, 2 pm, 7 pm
Student Center

Sponsored by IV Christian Fellowship
Class IV of the SGA

---

**Photography**

Allied Casting Services
Model-Agent-Extras
Headshots
B&W or Color in studio
Free Demo Lesson
287 Lackawanna
West Paterson
890-1281

**Imprint Word Processing**

TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS?
WE CAN HELP!
Sanitation Guaranteed
FREE Pickup/Delivery
Word Processing Training
Free Demo Lesson
Student Discount
IMPRINT WORD PROCESSING
(201) 783-0484

---

**Jobs**

National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to manage on-campus promotions for top companies this school year. Flexible hours with earning potential to $2,500 per semester. Must be organized, hardworking and money motivated. Call Lisaanne or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

---

**NEED SOMETHING TYPED??**

Thesis papers, speeches, etc. $1.50 per typed page overnight service, 7 days a week. Call Amy 991-9225.

---

**HELP WANTED**

Part-time office work, Filing, copying per $5.25 hour
Flexible schedule for classes
Immediate openings
Call Drew at 783-7471

---

**STUDY IN AUSTRIA!**

Scholarship for one year's study (1990-1991) at the University of Graz, Austria.

The scholarship includes:

1. A waiver of all university fees
2. Room free in student dormitory
3. Pocket money of 28,000 Austrian Schillings
   (About $2,300 at current exchange rate)

Required for application:

1. Current enrollment as an undergraduate at MSC
2. Knowledge of German language adequate for university level work in German
3. Good academic record

Application blanks available from Dr. Moore in G419 (German Department).

Deadline for application is March 30.
* Love, Becky
* are the cute tree! I love you guys!

To the freshman sensation: We
MOST TRIUMPHANT chicken dance!
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your a dancin machine! Do the
Ellen

love you... There, “your ship has

Hey guys, let’s Barf-a-rama on

- To Gail

Sharyn- Thanks for everything. I

Chrissy- Cheer up babe! I still love

Doug- 80! Wow- no basketball

Ellen: I am your LBL - George

the desk and bum the carnation in

maybe it was crystal lite!! Yea!!

TKE

Congratulations on a great season
I needed a friend. Love ya, Maria

Hey McFly- Pick one girl and one

that I will be watching over you!

Jim, Joe, Rob & Mike, Dinner was

- Jim, Joe, Rob & Mike

- Dave (ZVT)- You’re the funnest
- To the Delta class of Phi Sig Sig!

Hi-Chris- Love, your old H.S.
Buddy

Make my life has changed since you
have become a part of it. Thank you
for being you. Love a Sigma

-Jessica: I love you, Eileen

To Kim & Mary- Now you know

-Panky, Hi boatie Surprise, Surprise!
Love you last Snowflake

-Keith (ZVT)- You’re so cool, I
really want to tell you about

-Dave (ZVT)-You’re the funnest

- You have to make sure that
you are as pretty as me.

Sherry, and Sherry, and Sherry!
you guys are the greatest! Keep up
the TERRIFIC work! We are all so

Love, Maggie

-You freshman-both of you- are
planning on going to your junior
dance, thinking of you as

-Which is pretty good

-You u guys -95

-Stevie- You are the best in Phi Sig Sig!
I love you all

-Luv, Mag, Mog

-TKE- Power house of excellence

Kim, Minashi, Sandy, Christine,
Colleen, Denise, Ilona, Tina, Sibhi

-Your feet want to dance. Love, Laura

-Marc: Let’s rock it! I don’t know
why she swallowed a fly, maybe she

-Dawn- keep your eye away from

the desk and burn the carnation in

front of everyone.

-Ellen- I am your LBL- George

Doug- 80! Wow- no basketball

-Donna- I’m never going to the
diner with you again. Love ya #35

-Listen up- No Lifes! Rob (Mont­

-E-Beth, Florida or bust! Luv,

-Diana- Help me with whomever I
want to. Than

-Kim: I am your LBL- George

-Thank you for all your
time on Thursdays Love, Laura

-Robyn- Thank you St. Jude for favors

-X over? I don’t know. Good luck
in pledging. Elvin

-John- You are so neat! I can’t

fix you again you pinhead! From your

-Just because we are a cohesive

-Doodlebreath

-Jen Z. in AIX- Your really hot!

-Jen G. in Iota, You’re the best

-Dawn, We’ll have to teach eve­

-You kids are so disgusting only kidding,

-Can’t have been more comfor­

-Montclair student. I want your big

-TKE- We are waiting for our Keg.

-Delta Chi- I love you all! Luv,

-Sharyn

-Your roomate.

-Mike, I am your LBL- George

-Listen up- No Lifes! Rob (Mont­

-Delta Chi- I love you all! Luv,

-Maggie

We are waiting for our Keg.

-To the Delta Chi pledge class-
-Your right to know and to help

-Your my favorite junior

-To my lady in Red- These last few
weeks were very fruitful, I hope it
will continue. Your Cocky
Boyfriendie

-Marc: Let’s rock it! I don’t know
why she swallowed a fly, maybe she

-Dawn- keep your eye away from

the desk and burn the carnation in

front of everyone.

-Ellen- I am your LBL- George

Doug- 80! Wow- no basketball

-Donna- I’m never going to the
diner with you again. Love ya #35

-Listen up- No Lifes! Rob (Mont­

-E-Beth, Florida or bust! Luv,

-Diana- Help me with whomever I
want to. Than

-Kim: I am your LBL- George

-Thank you for all your
time on Thursdays Love, Laura

-Robyn- Thank you St. Jude for favors

-X over? I don’t know. Good luck
in pledging. Elvin

-John- You are so neat! I can’t

fix you again you pinhead! From your

-Just because we are a cohesive

-Doodlebreath

-Jen Z. in AIX- Your really hot!

-Jen G. in Iota, You’re the best

-Dawn, We’ll have to teach eve­

-You kids are so disgusting only kidding,

-Can’t have been more comfor­

-Montclair student. I want your big

-TKE- We are waiting for our Keg.

-Delta Chi- I love you all! Luv,

-Sharyn
Mother Goose and Grimm

By Mike Peters

Calvin and Hobbes

By Bill Watterson

Outland

By Berkeley Breathed
Red Hawk wrestling proves successful

By Anthony Di Pasquale
Staff Writer

MSC athletes continue to prove they are a prominent factor among division 3 athletics, as three wrestlers were named All-American after the Nationals this weekend.

All-American Scott Vega advanced to the final match of the 190-lb. weight class and despite an injured ankle, became the second best division 3 wrestler in the country.

Armondo Nardone also finished well in the 126-lb. weight class, and Ken Hoff was named a double All-American in both the 150-lb. weight class as well as an Academic All-American honor.

MSC salutes the courage and determination of all its All-American athletes, and looks forward to the continued success of our athletic program during the spring semester.

Scott Vega in a familiar position, pinning teammate in preparation for the nationals. Vega became the second best division 3 wrestler in the nation.

Roadway Package System
WANTS YOU!!!

* Part time hours
* Starting pay: 7.50/hr - After 90 days: 9.00/hr
* Immediate openings for package handlers
* Shift: Midnight to 5 a.m. or 5:30 to 10:30 p.m.
* 3, 4 or 5 days a week
* Students are also employed as:
  P/T Supervisors   Data entry persons   Quality Controllers   F/T after graduation

Two New Jersey Locations:
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEMS, INC.
19 Daniel Road   5-61 Bay Avenue
Fairfield, NJ 07006   Elizabeth, NJ 07201
(201) 882-6629   (201) 351-9381

CALL TODAY
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer

The Italian Student Organization is having
"A DANCE AT THE RAT"
Date: April 19, 1990
Time: 8:00pm to 12:30am
$4.00 w/ID
$5.00 w/o ID
A Class II of the SGA
S.I.L.C

- SOFTBALL Meeting Mens/Co-Rec
  - Wednesday, March 14
  - Thursday, March 15 at 3:30 pm in the SILC Office

- SPRING IS ALMOST HERE.
- LET'S GET WITH THE PROGRAM!

- WIFFLE BALL Meeting
  - Monday, March 12 at 3:30 pm
  - Mens & Women 3 on 3

- WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
  - Tuesday, March 13

- HOME RUN Hitting Contest
  - Tuesday, March 13

- All meetings at 3:30 in SILC Office

- IF YOU CAN'T MAKE MEETING TIMES,
  COME DOWN TO SILC OFFICE OR FIELD HOUSE
  WITH ROSTERS BEFORE SPRING BREAK.

TELEPHONE #'S

**893-7494**

**893-5245**

S.I.L.C. is a Class I of the SGA
The Bottom Line
by Matt Wintner

Scholarships give student-athletes an opportunity to pursue an avenue that may not have been available to them had they not had a special gift. Unfortunately, not every athlete comes from financially stable families as the NCAA would like everyone to believe.

Although a scholarship does pay for tuition plus room and board, athletes who come from poorer economic backgrounds have little money to survive in college. Being that the NCAA does not allow a scholarship-athlete to play their sport for the entire season, it makes it tougher to make money while making money illegally through ticket scalping, signing with agents, or point shaving, all the more appealing.

Point shaving is the biggest no-no to the NCAA as it shatters that NCAA as it becomes a case for the FBI to handle. This may be the case with former N.C. State player Charlie Shackelford. Shackelford, now playing with the New York Jets, was allegedly involved, with up to four other teammates, in shaving points in two games during the 1987-88 college season. At a press conference Saturday, Shackelford denied any involvement with point shaving, but did admit to taking money from an agent. Shackelford said he made a mistake taking the money but said he was poor and it was the only way out.

When Shackelford shaved points remains to be proven. What this scandal plus the other two point shaving scandals have proven (Boston College 1979, Tulane 1986), is that college athletes in need of money can be easily lured to money generated through other means of income. The NCAA can make a determination as to how much of an allowance the athlete can get. The maximum allowance should be about $100 a week. Considering that college sports has turned into a multimillion dollar business, an allowance program would be mere pocket change for the NCAA and the schools it governs. Of the $100, 2/3 should be paid by the NCAA while the remainder would be paid by the student-athletes. This policy of $2/3/1 split would allow the lower Division programs to survive, while giving poorer athletes money in a fashion that would deter any NCAA rules violations.

If you are wondering where the NCAA would get the money to pay over $100 a week, just look at the numbers CBS sports is paying for the NCAA tournament and how much money is generated through televised college football and other money generated through merchandising. If the revenues are invested properly, athletes could be paid and the NCAA would still have money for themselves.

If in the event an athlete on student athlete financial aid gets caught in NCAA rules infractions of any kind, his allowance check should be pulled pending an investigation. If the accusations against a player for rules violation are proven a second time, his scholarship should be pulled, and if the infractions are of a criminal nature (point shaving, etc.) any legal action need be taken should be taken plus he should be bounced out of school.

Indoor track shows promise

By Richard T. Green
Correspondent

The MSC men’s and women’s indoor track season comes to an end this weekend with five people qualifying for the Nationals at Smith College in North Hampton, Massachusetts this Friday.

The five people who qualified for the Nationals are Abdul Williams-400 meters, Regina Ladson-55 meters and the long jump, Jill Robertson-800 meters, Aisha Agee-55 meters, and Anthony Williams-55 meters.

Although 5 people qualified for the Nationals only 3 people will be competing.

Aisha Agee suffered a knee injury prior to the championships and will not be participating this weekend. Another runner who will not be participating at the Nationals, is Anthony Williams, who suffered a head injury in a car accident.

From each event only the top 11 people in the country are selected to compete at the Nationals, so it’s truly an honor to even qualify.

The Nationals are Friday, but the team will be leaving Thursday so they can be fully rested and prepared for the races on Friday. I think I speak for everyone at MSC when I say that we wish them luck and success this coming weekend.
**Chip Shots**

by Michael Frasco

**HAWK HAS LANDED**

- Red Hawk T-Shirts and sweatshirts are now available. T-Shirts are $10.00 each.
- Sweatshirts (Champion) are $30.00 each.
- Stop at the fieldhouse or call 893-7494 to purchase a T-Shirt or sweatshirt.
- Checks made payable to MSC Foundation.

**TEAM CHALLENGE 1990**

Inner Tube Water Polo, sponsored by Campus Recreation.
When: Wednesday, March 14, 1990 at 7:30 p.m.
Where: Panzer Pool, 8 players per team.
Cost: Brace yourself...$1.00 per player.
Call 893-7494 to Register.

**MSC MARCH MADNESS**

The S.I.L.C. sponsored intramural basketball program playoffs have been slated. An eight-team field has been set; four teams in the ABA and NBA will compete for bragging rights as to who is "King of the Court" at MSC.

**ABA**

#1 Crash Crew 11-0 vs. #4 Snappin' Gyro 8-3
#2 Brew Crew 10-1 vs. #3 Space Ghosts 9-2
NBA
#1 BDP 10-0 vs. #4 Gym Rats 7-3
#2 Just Us 9-1 vs. #3 DeltaXB 8-2

**FALL SPORTS ALL AMERICANS**

Football:
Paul Cioffi-Kodak Division 3 All-American, Dan Walsh-second team Don Hansen All-American, Amod Field-Honorable Mention Don Hansen.
Field Hockey:
Judy DeMarco and Tracey Burkle-second team Mid Atlantic Region.
Soccer:
Rod Chesney-All Region.
Cross Country:
Rose Domingues became the first woman in MSC history to advance to the national finals.

**SPORTS TRIVIA ANSWER**

Michael Jordan had seven three pointers in a regulation game.

---

**Women's hoop season ends in 70-49 loss**

By Michael Frasco
Sports Editor

The women's basketball team traveled to compete in the Atlantic Region Tournament last Friday in Tiffin, Ohio. MSC defeated Kean College 57-49 in the semifinal round however, lost to tough Heidelberg, Ohio, 70-49 in the final.

Against Kean, a familiar foe for MSC, the Red Hawks were out to stop Kean's potent offensive attack by using the nation's No. 1 defense. This was just the case, as MSC was led by its two senior co-captains, Jackie Martinez and Carolyn Savio. With MSC ahead by 11 points in the second half, Kean went on a 14-4 run to cut the lead to 50-49. The defense then went to work and MSC hit 7 of 8 foul shots in the final minutes, including four straight by Martinez, to capture a 57-49 win.

Carolyn Savio's 20 points and 18 rebounds, combined with Martinez' clutch foul shooting in the final minutes, ensured MSC to gain a place in the finals. Head coach Jill Jeffrey said of her co-captains, "They played the games of their careers, propelling us into the championship game." Coach Jeffrey also said the victory was a true team effort.

With one win under its wings, the Red Hawks went to the Atlantic Region final, but wound up a 70-49 loser to No.1 seeded Heidelberg, Ohio on Saturday.

"Heidelberg led 23-30 at the half, and MSC stayed close early in the 2nd half until Heidelberg erupted for 12 straight points to put the game out of reach for MSC. Heidelberg shot an unbelievable 73% from the floor in the 2nd half, hitting 22-30 shots. As good a defense that MSC has, this will tell you Heidelberg was for real. A 2-3 record and a seventh national ranking holds proof to that. So MSC finally met its match, but Coach Jeffrey said, "Losing in the finals of the Atlantic Region is nothing to be ashamed of. Heidelberg is a quality team. Reaching the finals and being one of the final 16 teams in the country is a major accomplishment."

Speaking of accomplishments, MSC had plenty of those this year, most notably a 23-6 record and being ranked 16th in the final division 3 poll. "As a head coach, this season has been a dream season. This team has been an absolute pleasure to coach. I can't express how proud I am of this team's accomplishment."

Individually, MSC had numerous records as well. Carolyn Savio finished her career with 1,077 rebounds, breaking the school record set by Pat Colasurdo in 1978. Most consecutive games with 10 or more rebounds 44 and counting. Kim Wilson had the most assists-game average: 3.6. Cathy Mabalone had the most 3-point field goals in one season: 15.

Those are just several of the many records which fell this past season, but what can be said about this team's overall performance this year was summed up by Coach Jeffrey, "Our 23-6 record is a result of the commitment and dedication of every single individual on the team. Their receptiveness to the coaching staff enabled the team to surpass everyone's expectations."

The MSC women's basketball team had a great season due to excellent coaching and commitment of the players. It enhanced a sports program everyone should be proud of at MSC.

---

**Men's and women's ski team close out season**

By Lore Swadba
Correspondent

Once again the Men's MSC ski team, for the fourth straight year, has ended its season in victory by qualifying for the 1990 Mid-Atlantic Regional Championships.

Also, of considerable mention is junior Red Hawk Harvey Bierman's acceptance of the Scholar Athlete Award for scholastic and athletic achievement. The award is given to the athlete whose excellence in athletics coincides with his achievement in the classroom.

"Being that it was my last race, for I'll be transferring next semester, I felt good because it was a culmination of my collegiate skiing career at MSC." Harvey Bierman finished fourth overall in the slalom race and Conover had a good showing placing 14th. Unfortunately, the MSC Ski Team wasn't as successful as its leading individual performers; finishing the championships in a tie for 12th overall.

Men's team members included: graduating seniors Amy Rakowski and Danette Piperi, Maureen Harrington, Lore Swadba, Maria Colegro, Michelle Somers, and Tonya Troch.

Harrington led the women's team and finished fourth in the NJSA. She made it individually to the Mid-Atlantic Regional Championships as well.

Both teams look good for next year. Although the men will be losing Bierman and the women, Rakowski, other strong finishers such as Conover and Harrington will pull through.

"I hope that we are supported more in the future so skiers aren't deterred from ski racing due to lack of funding," said Harrington.